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About This Game

Magical Monster Land takes inspiration from various 16-bit platformers of the past and adds in a few modern elements.

Features:

Momentum based platforming

Play with keyboard or a controller

Option to rebind the controls

Each world has unique music and enemies

Levels filled with secrets and no time limit, so you're free to explore

World maps with branching paths

Ability to replay levels to find secrets that you missed

Collect coins to spend in the item shop or on mini games to earn extra lives
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8 save files

Collect Mystery Medals to unlock more levels

Original soundtrack by Gustav Eriksson
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Title: Magical Monster Land
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Ravengrounds LIMITED
Publisher:
Ravengrounds LIMITED
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2018
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magical monster land download. magical monster land steam. magical monster land

Love this battleship! Tanker mode. An interesting storyline with complex characters and beautiful art direction put this little
visual novel over the top. the more you advance in the game the better the story gets, and nice choice of background sound,
which added to the suspense of the game, got me on the edge of my seat the whole time lol. +10 thumbs up :D. Excellent! One
of the best Cold War games around!. Its absolutelely gorgeous! The story, the music, everything! So much time went into
making this game and I played it for 2 hours straight. Once you complete the story line, there is really nothing else to do. Except
maybe pvp with your friends. Nevertheless, worth every spent. You will not be dissapointed if you buy this game!
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you guys should make a open world game based of off this novel.. ohhhh! keep em comin the beats man!. An old game that still
stands the test of time.I had a disk of this game but after a while I could not play it anymore.The game can be hard but what
fun.The scenario is almost like being ripped from the news.The graphics are dated but that does not stop this from being good..
Bought this while on sale a few weeks back. If you are looking for a cheap alternative to GTA than this is probably what you are
going for. The controls could be a little bit more versatile but overall I liked the game.. Very retro, 1990s looking graphics. I'm
not kidding, most of the combat in this game wouldn't look out of place in Starfox. 64.

Overall a very well-designed game with good coop.. MMA Arena... I'll get right to it. Is it worth the purchase? Overall answer
is,Yes. Thats not saying this is the greatest thing since sliced bread. It worth the purchase cost as it relatively cheap, and it is
entertaining. The graphics are enjoyable, game play has been solid, with only 1 glitch experienced upon first starting the game,
but has not happened since.

  The game though is very repetitive and grindy AF. And imo, not the entertaining sort of grind. The fighting on the other hand
is entertaining. The deck interface needs better indicators as to what is what. Hovering a mouse pointer over a button doesnt
inform you of what it is you're looking at. My biggest gripe is that the names on some of the cards are not readable. words
blocked by card graphics. Like what idiot thought their "art" was more important than the actual game play itself? ITS
ANNOYING.

It's a cheap time killer. If i were hungry and had an option between buying this game or eating a Bic mac meal...it might be a
toss up. I could do without either one. Game is fun. Grind is real and becomes a bore.

FUN? CHECK
GRIND FEST? SALTY CHECK
STABLE GAME PLAY? CHECK
CHALLENGING? CHECK
WORTH THE COST? CHECK
GETS BORING FAST? HECK YEAH IT DOES!. I like game. Game good. Play again.
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